
Core Value Ministry Actions Individual Actions

Definition/Rationale What must this ministry (as an organization) do 
specifically to demonstrate this value?

What individual behavior models this value?  How 
would this value be demonstrated by individuals?

Inspiring
Unity of Denver infuses all our gatherings with prayer. I attend a minimum of 2 worship services, per 

month. I attend at least 4 Classes and 
workshops a year for my spiritual growth and 
integrate what I learn into my life.

Unity of Denver teaches spiritual priciples and 
practices, such as prayer and meditation, to help 
adults and children cultivate their relationship with 
God.

I actively engage in personal daily spiritual 
practices.

Unity of Denver empowers others through effective 
and inspiring outreach programs

I  share my spiritual gifts and creativity in joyful, 
selfless service on at least one team per year.

Unity of Denver creates and maintains a peaceful, 
beautiful environment

I consciously look for the good in every 
situation I encounter and serve as a role model 
for others to do the same.

Unity of Denver provies opportunities for our 
members to serve and support the church through 
giving of time, talent, treasure and tithes

I consciously commit to participating in at least 
one sacred activity per month, and I role model 
consistent giving.

Unity Church of Denver Core Values

As we consciously 
awaken to our Chirst 

Light we empower 
others to do the same
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Integrity
Unity of Denver council members, ministry team 
leaders, staff and members practice their roles and 
responsibilities with commitment, honesty and 
respect

I resolve disagreements by speaking lovingly, 
openly and directly to those with whom I have 
conflict.

Unity of Denver council is transparent, encourages 
input from everyone and communicates decisions to 
the congreagtion in a timely manner.

I follow through on the commitments I make and 
I am willing to be held accountable when I do 
not.

Unity of Denver openly embraces and models Unity 
principles with our congregation and the community.

I honor my commitment to membership by 
supporting Unity of Denver with my time, talent, 
treasure and tithe by participating in sacred 
service at least one time per month and being a 
role model for consistent giving.

We honor the highest 
and best in others and 

ourselves as we live our 
Truth.
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Inclusive
Unity of Denver is activley engaged in a welcoming 
system that encourages participation of all members, 
guests and attendees

I know, by name at least 5 Youth of Unity and 
consistently interact with the youth of Unity of 
Denver as appropriate.

Unity of Denver celebrates diversity by educating 
ourselves and our children through classes, 
worshops and other experiences

I commit to attending a minimum of two classes 
and activities a year, that increase my 
awareness and understanding of different faiths, 
cultures and life circumstances.

Unity of Denver recognizes that children are a 
valuable part of our community, and we embrace 
them as equal community members.

I take responsibility to speak to guests and 
invite them to participate in church activities.

Unity of Denver accepts all persons regardless of 
race, color or creed, and holds accountable for self-
growth around Unity teachings and conscious 
actions as part of our culture.

I take responsibility to be the one who reaches 
out to members who I notice have not attended 
in three weeks.

We embrace everyone 
as divine expressions 

of God
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Loving
Unity of Denver respects all people wherever they are 
on their path and we express that through loving and 
compassionate words and actions.

I participate in a minimum of one church 
ministrY that meet the needs of my community.

Unity of Denver offers loving support through our 
Prayer Chaplain ministry, spiritual counseling and 
care team.

I am willing to trust and be vulnerable to speak 
and listen from my heart with compassion and 
especially when creative tensions arise.

Unity of Denver offers opportunities to learn and 
practice skills for self-connection and authentic and 
loving interactions with others.

I respect each person's spiritual journey and 
meet them with understanding and love while 
also honoring my Unity path. 

I commit to attending one class per year for the 
enhancement, learning and practice of conflict 
resolution skills.

We are divine 
expressions of God 
living compassion, 

acceptance, 
understanding, and 

respect.
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Oneness
Unity of Denver comes together to play, laugh, 
connect and support each other as demonstrations of 
God's love in action.

I enthusiastically participate in spiritually 
motivated social action programs a minimum of 
4 times a year

Unity of Denver nourishes expanding awareness and 
offers diverse spiritual perspectives through our 
worship services, classes and programs.

I remain consciously aware that my decisions 
impact everyone and everything around me.

Unity of Denver supports awakening to Chirst 
consciousness through learning and following the 
teaching of our way-shower Jesus Christ.

I honor my oneness with Mother Earth by 
actively participating in earth care programs.

Unity of Denver honors our connection to the earth,
environment and all living beings through committed
participation in programs that support their wellbeing.

I commit to being the one who asks about
recycling and other Earth care practices.

We realize and joyously 
embrace our unity with 
God and all creation.
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